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Abstract
In this communication, we propose a model to study the non-equilibrium process by
which actin stress fibers develop force in contractile cells. The emphasis here is on the non-
equilibrium thermodynamics, which is necessary to address the mechanics as well as the
chemistry of dynamic cell contractility. In this setting we are able to develop a framework
that relates (a) the dynamics of force generation within the cell and (b) the cell’s response
to external stimuli to the chemical processes occurring within the cell, as well as to the
mechanics of linkage between the stress fibers, focal adhesions and extra-cellular matrix.
1 Introduction
Actin stress fibers can be found in cells such as fibroblasts and muscle cells and play an impor-
tant role in cell locomotion, cell adhesion and wound healing, due to their ability to generate
forces over the entire extent of the cell. They are constituted by several bundles of actin fila-
ments held together by the actin binding protein α-actinin, and others. Myosin proteins make
the actin filaments slide past each other and confer on the stress fiber the ability to generate
contractile force (Pellegrin and Mellor, 2007); in fact, it is well-established that a cell’s trac-
tion force development is associated with stress fiber formation (Chrzanowska-Wodnicka and
Burridge, 1996; Ingber, 2003). Besides, the kinetics of stress fiber formation and disassembly
(Pollard and Borisy, 2003) appears itself to be modulated by force: traction force promotes the
binding of stress fiber proteins (Colombelli et al., 2009; Hirata et al., 2008), which in turn en-
hances acto-myosin contractile activity, establishing a “feed-forward” process for stress fibers
growth.
Stress fibers are anchored to the extra-cellular matrix (ECM) through focal adhesions
(Chrzanowska-Wodnicka and Burridge, 1996; Geiger et al., 2001). Focal adhesion proteins
including zyxin, paxillin, talin, vinculin and many others, connect integrin (the trans-membrane
adhesion protein) to F-actin bundles of stress fibers (Geiger et al., 2001; Zamir and Geiger,
2001). The kinetics of binding/unbinding of focal adhesion proteins is also modulated by force;
moreover, it has been shown that focal adhesions exhibit this mechano-sensitivity regardless
of whether the force is imposed by acto-myosin contractility of stress fibers, or is externally-
imposed and merely transmitted by the stress fibers (Balaban et al., 2001; Riveline et al., 2001).
In recent years, a large number of experimental studies have been conducted to investigate
the behavior and the properties of the cytoskeletal system: cell traction force (Tan et al., 2003),
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cell response and differentiation induced by changes in the substrate stiffness (Chan and Odde,
2008; Engler et al., 2006),stress fiber orientation parallel to (Franke et al., 1984) or away from
the direction of cyclic stretching (Kaunas et al., 2005), cell contractility stimulated by treatment
with calyculin (Peterson et al., 2004) and stress fiber relaxation upon severance by a laser (Ku-
mar et al., 2006) among others. Concurrently, a number of studies concerned with the modeling
of the mechano-chemical response of stress fibers have appeared. Some of these studies do not
explicitly consider focal adhesions (Besser and Schwartz, 2007; Besser et al., 2011; Kaunas
et al., 2010; Kaunas, 2008; Kruse and Julicher, 2000; Stachowiak and O’Shaughnessy, 2008,
2009), some others focus solely on modeling the focal adhesions (Besser and Safran, 2006;
Olberding et al., 2010; Shemesh et al., 2005), while others do indeed model the coupled system
of stress fibers and focal adhesions (Deshpande et al., 2006, 2008; Harland et al., 2011; Wal-
cott and Sun, 2010). The diversity of experimental studies, and theoretical models motivated
by these experiments, have begun to shed some light on the role of stress fibers and focal ad-
hesions in the development of cell traction. However, despite these studies there is not yet a
complete understanding of how the dynamic mechano-chemistry of stress fibers affects that of
focal adhesions, and vice-versa.
In this paper, we propose a model able to describe the interaction between stress fibers,
focal adhesions and the ECM, and how such interaction regulates the development of force
in the cytoskeletal system. Toward this end, we have developed the model to be grounded in
non-equilibrium thermodynamics, accounting for the mechano-chemistry of focal adhesions,
stress fibers and ECM. This paper’s focus is on the development of the model itself and of the
theoretical framework for analyzing the mechano-chemistry of such biological systems. A few
simulations results are provided in this communication in order to demonstrate the model at
work. A comprehensive study of the model’s response needs to be rather extensive because of
its complexity, and is beyond the scope of this mainly theoretical paper. Such a study is being
provided elsewhere (Maraldi et al., 2014).
2 An archetypal model for the cytoskeletal system
We consider a minimal system consisting of a stress fiber connected to a focal adhesion at each
end, with each focal adhesion being attached to the ECM underlying the cell, as depicted in Fig.
1; the system also includes the cytosolic reservoir supplying proteins to the stress fiber and the
focal adhesions.
extra-cellular matrix
stress fiber
focal adhesion focal adhesion
cytosolic proteins reservoir
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the model.
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We represent the focal adhesions as one-dimensional clusters of generic complexes (each
complex being an ensemble of proteins consisting of a ligand, an integrin molecule and associ-
ated focal adhesion proteins). The stress fiber is modeled as a one-dimensional, tension bearing
structure composed of a number of generic protein complexes, each incorporating, among oth-
ers, actin molecules, myosin molecules and ATP molecules to fuel myosin contractility. The
system may be subjected to a mechanical load applied to the ECM in order to reproduce the
effects of external perturbations that, in a living cell, may come from a direct action on the
ECM itself, from the action of surrounding cells, or from other such stress fiber-focal adhesion
systems within the same cell.
It is to be expected that a system formed by coupling two mechano-chemically dependent
sub-systems (stress fiber and focal adhesions) will gain in complexity. In this case, complexity
is enhanced beyond the mechano-sensitivity discussed above because of the rate-dependent
response of the stress fiber that will be discussed in Sect. 2.2.
2.1 System kinematics resulting from protein addition
A comprehensive model of the cytoskeletal system has to account for the experimentally ob-
served interplay between mechanical and chemical phenomena; the model proposed here high-
lights this connection in that protein binding to (or unbinding from) the stress fiber and the focal
adhesions results in a change in the geometry of the system, which in turn affects its ability to
generate contractile force and to sustain external loads. It also accounts for the fact that the
chemistry of both the stress fiber and the focal adhesions is influenced by the force within the
system, as will be explained in the sections to follow.
In general, force is non-uniformly distributed along the focal adhesion. However, for the
sake of simplicity, in the following we will assume a uniform force distribution over the focal
adhesion. This choice allows us to carry out the calculations by considering only the overall
force acting on the focal adhesion and the consequent overall deformation. The hypothesis of
uniform force distribution along the focal adhesion is also supported by the results of previous
computations (Olberding et al., 2010), which showed that the behavior of the focal adhesion
model we adopt in this paper is not significantly affected by the choice of the force distribution.
In a similar fashion, for the sake of simplicity but while retaining the most relevant physics, we
will model the stress fiber as a 1-D subsystem. While accounting for its diameter, the force and
deformation will be considered uniformly distributed over the stress fiber’s cross section; i.e.
the same force in each actin filament. Hence, again, only the overall force and deformation will
matter and the stress fiber will be modeled as a rod-like element. The number of proteins in the
stress fiber, Nsf , is related to its geometry as:
rsf =
√
NsfVact
pix0sf
, (1)
where rsf is the stress fiber radius, Vact is the volume of a single actin monomer and x0sf is the
unstretched stress fiber length. Another quantity relevant to the geometry of the system is the
number of actin filaments in the stress fiber, which is given by:
Nfil =
NsfLactmon
x0sf
, (2)
where Lactmon is the length of an actin monomer. Note that as the system evolves and proteins
bind to or unbind from the stress fiber, its radius (and, likewise, the number of actin filaments)
evolves.
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Figure 2: FA complex binding/unbinding and resulting focal adhesion ends velocities.
Each complex in the focal adhesion has length λ. Complexes can bind and unbind anywhere
along the focal adhesion. In our model we track the concentration of these complexes, cfa, which
is a number density per unit length along the focal adhesion. However, we only need to track
binding and unbinding at the proximal and distal ends to compute the change in focal adhesion
length. This has been depicted in Fig. 2. Accordingly, the focal adhesion ends move at the
following velocities (Olberding et al., 2010):
x˙p = λ
2c˙pfa (3a)
x˙d = −λ2c˙dfa, (3b)
where xp and xd are the positions of the proximal and distal ends, respectively, and c˙
p
fa, c˙
d
fa are
the corresponding rates of change of concentration of focal adhesion complexes due to protein
binding/unbinding. Knowing xp and xd, the focal adhesion length is:
xˆfa = |xp − xd|. (4)
When the velocities of the two ends have the same direction, focal adhesion translation is
observed. It is best quantified as a motion of the focal adhesion’s centroid. If x˜fa is the resultant
translation of the centroid relative to the reference (initial) position x˜fa = 0 at time t = 0, we
write:
˙˜xfa =
1
2
(x˙p + x˙d) =
λ2
2
(
c˙pfa − c˙dfa
)
. (5)
Focal adhesion translation is likely associated with protein treadmilling through the focal adhe-
sion and cytosol.1 As we will see below, focal adhesion translation provides a mechanism for
force relaxation within the system.
As depicted in Fig. 3, under the action of mechanical load, the focal adhesion deforms
elastically as well as translates; therefore, the distance between the current position of the focal
adhesion’s centroid and its initial position is given by:
xfa = x
e
fa + x˜fa, (6)
where xefa is the magnitude of the centroid’s displacement due to elastic deformation of the focal
adhesion. For more details on the additive decomposition implied by Eq.(6) see Fig. 3b.
2.2 Stress fiber internal variables
An accurate description of the mechanical response of the stress fiber has to account for its
sarcomeric structure, due to which anti-parallel actin filaments can: (a) actively slide past each
other due to the stepping action of myosin molecules and (b) passively slide past each other on
1In Olberding et al. (2010) the term treadmilling has been applied to the mechanism of focal adhesion transla-
tion.
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the kinematics of the model. a) the system in the initial, unde-
formed state; b) the system in the current state, including the effects of translation of the focal adhesions
and deformation of both the focal adhesions and the stress fiber. Note that xecm = x0ecm.
account of the tension-dependent breakage of bonds between α-actinin and actin. These two
effects endow the stress fibers with a rate-dependent response, which can be modeled by means
of active stress and viscoelastic models, respectively. A classical work on the force-dependent
kinetics of myosin stepping on actin filaments is that by Hill (1938), while the viscoelastic
response of stress fibers has been demonstrated by Kumar et al. (2006).
In this treatment we are only concerned with the force at the ends of the stress fiber and its
overall deformation (see Sects.3–5). For this reason, we are not modeling explicitly the indi-
vidual sarcomeric units; rather, we account for their collective effect. Following the structural
model proposed by Pellegrin and Mellor (2007), we represent the stress fiber rheology using a
purely elastic element in parallel with a Maxwell viscoelastic element and a contractile element
(Fig. 4).
For a complete description of the state of the stress fiber it is necessary to introduce a number
of internal variables, namely the displacement of the purely elastic element ξe, the displacement
of the elastic part of the Maxwell element ξve, the displacement of the viscous element ξv, and
the contraction of the active element ξac. The internal force conjugate to ξe is the elastic force
P esf , that conjugate to ξ
ve and ξv is the visco-elastic force P vesf , and that conjugate to ξ
ac is the
active force P acsf . According to the schematic representation in Fig. 4, the stress fiber internal
variables can be related to one another and to the current length of the stress fiber xsf (the
observable variable) as:
dxsf = dξ
e = dξve + dξv = dξac, (7)
whereas the force acting on the stress fiber is related to the internal forces through the following
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Figure 4: Constitutive model for the contractile force in the stress fiber. See the text for definitions of
the symbols used.
equation:
Psf = P
e
sf + P
ve
sf + P
ac
sf . (8)
Contraction of the active element happens only upon ATP hydrolysis, which releases ADP;
the reaction occurs under the following chemical constraint on the number of ATP and ADP
molecules:
dNATP + dNADP = 0, (9)
which accounts for the stoichiometry of the ATP-to-ADP conversion reaction.
3 The thermodynamic basis
In the current Section and in Sect. 4, we review standard equilibrium thermodynamics as ap-
plied to the model in order to build the necessary background for the non-equilibrium thermo-
dynamic treatment of Sect. 5. In turn, the non-equilibrium treatment will pose restrictions on
constitutive equations and rate laws in Sects. 6–8.
For modeling purposes, the system is split into four sub-systems: the two focal adhesions,
the stress fiber, the cytosol and the ECM. Mechanics and chemistry are both relevant to the
stress fiber and focal adhesion sub-systems; the cytosolic reservoir is a purely chemical sub-
system; the ECM is a purely mechanical sub-system. For symmetry reasons (Fig. 3), the two
focal adhesions are identical in geometry and response.
We consider internal energy functions with the following parameterizations for the different
sub-systems:
Usf = Usf (Nsf , Ssf , ξ
e
sf , ξ
ve
sf , NATP, NADP)
Ufa = Ufa (x
e
fa, Nfa, Sfa)
Ucyt = Ucyt
(
N̂sf , N̂fa, Scyt
)
Uecm = Uecm (x
e
ecm, Secm)
(10)
where Uα is the internal energy and Sα is the entropy of sub-system α. The variables Nsf and
Nfa are, respectively, the numbers of generic proteins in the stress fiber and of complexes in the
focal adhesion, while N̂sf and N̂fa are, respectively, the numbers of generic stress fiber proteins
and focal adhesion complexes in the cytosol. Note that ξesf and ξ
ve
sf are the only internal variables
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responsible for internal energy storage in the stress fiber (in the form of elastic energy). Finally,
xeecm is the length of the ECM subjected to elastic deformation (see Fig. 3 and the explanation
below).
Given Eq. (10), the entropy functions are parametrized as:
Ssf = Ssf (Nsf , Usf , ξ
e, ξve, NATP, NADP)
Sfa = Sfa (x
e
fa, Nfa, Ufa)
Scyt = Scyt
(
N̂sf , N̂fa, Ucyt
)
Secm = Secm (x
e
ecm, Uecm) .
(11)
Assuming that the system is adiabatic leads to the following constraint on internal energies:
dU = dUsf + 2 dUfa + dUcyt + dUecm = Pextdx
e
ecm, (12)
which means that the system’s energy can only be changed by performing mechanical work on
the ECM. As stated in Sect. 2, the agents for this mechanical work could be neighboring cells,
other stress fiber - focal adhesions systems within the same cell, or other agents acting through
the ECM.
The geometry of the system imposes a kinematic constraint on the system’s mechanical
extensive variables; with reference to Fig. 3 we can write:
xsf + 2 xfa = xecm, (13)
where xecm is the length of the ECM that initially underlies the stress fiber – focal adhesions
assembly. Considering Eq. (6) and observing that xecm = xeecm + 2x˜fa, Eq. (13) can be reduced
to:
xsf + x
e
fa = x
e
ecm, (14)
or, in incremental form:
dxsf + 2 dx
e
fa − dxeecm = 0. (15)
In addition, the following chemical constraints hold, since the total numbers of generic stress
fiber and focal adhesion proteins are conserved:
N̂sf +Nsf = N
max
sf ,
N̂fa + 2 Nfa = N
max
fa ,
(16)
where Nmaxsf and N
max
fa are the maximum numbers of proteins available to the stress fiber and to
a single focal adhesion, respectively. Eq. (16) can also be written in incremental form as:
dN̂sf + dNsf = 0,
dN̂fa + 2 dNfa = 0.
(17)
4 Thermodynamic equilibrium and its applicability to the
modeled processes
Motivated by the rapid decay of transient heat fluxes across the cell and by the rapid propagation
of elastic waves throughout the system, we assume that the system is at thermal and mechanical
equilibrium at each instant of its evolution. In this section we also consider equilibrium with
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respect to chemistry and the stress fiber’s internal variables, in order to obtain constitutive rela-
tions rigorously from the thermodynamics. Proper non-equilibrium conditions with respect to
chemistry and stress fiber internal variables will be discussed in Sect. 5. The framework that
we lay out in this section has been arrived at by applying classical equilibrium thermodynamics
to this system following the steps laid out in Callen (1985).
Equilibrium is characterized by a maximum of the system entropy (Callen, 1985):
dS = dSsf + 2 dSfa + dScyt + dSecm = 0. (18)
Differentiating the entropy function of each sub-system with respect to its natural variables
listed in Eq. (11) and using the constraints represented by Eq. (12), (15) and (17) (and consid-
ering Eq. (7) for the stress fiber rheology), Eq. (18) becomes:
dS=
(
∂Ssf
∂Usf
− ∂Secm
∂Uecm
)
dUsf +2
(
∂Sfa
∂Ufa
− ∂Secm
∂Uecm
)
dUfa +
(
∂Scyt
∂Ucyt
− ∂Secm
∂Uecm
)
dUcyt+
+
(
∂Ssf
∂Nsf
− ∂Scyt
∂N̂sf
)
dNsf + 2
(
∂Sfa
∂Nfa
− ∂Scyt
∂N̂fa
)
dNfa +
(
∂Ssf
∂NATP
− ∂Ssf
∂NADP
)
dNATP+
+ 2
(
∂Sfa
∂xefa
+
∂Secm
∂xeecm
+
∂Secm
∂Uecm
Pext
)
dxefa +
(
∂Ssf
∂xsf
+
∂Secm
∂xeecm
+
∂Secm
∂Uecm
Pext
)
dxsf+
+
∂Ssf
∂ξve
dξve = 0.
(19)
The condition expressed in (19) has to be satisfied for any generic perturbations of the inde-
pendent variables of the sub-system entropies; this leads to the condition of thermal equilibrium:
∂Ssf
∂Usf
=
∂Sfa
∂Ufa
=
∂Scyt
∂Ucyt
=
∂Secm
∂Uecm
, (20)
to the condition of mechanical equilibrium:
∂Ssf
∂xsf
=
∂Sfa
∂xfa
= −
(
∂Secm
∂xeecm
+
∂Secm
∂Uecm
Pext
)
, (21)
and to the conditions of chemical equilibrium of stress fiber and focal adhesion proteins:
∂Ssf
∂Nsf
=
∂Scyt
∂N̂sf
∂Sfa
∂Nfa
=
∂Scyt
∂N̂fa
.
(22)
It also gives the condition of equilibrium with respect to the stress fiber’s internal variables:
∂Ssf
∂ξve
= 0 (23)
and the condition for the equilibrium state at which ATP does not undergo hydrolysis:
∂Ssf
∂NATP
=
∂Ssf
∂NADP
. (24)
We note that at chemical equilibrium no net protein exchange between the cytosol and the
focal adhesions occurs; therefore, according to Eq. (5), focal adhesion translation also vanishes
(dx˜fa = 0). This is a mechanical manifestation of chemical equilibrium. In a similar manner, if
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the ATP-to-ADP conversion does not occur, active force cannot be generated in the stress fiber;
hence Eq. (24) implies, via a constitutive relation:
P acsf = 0. (25)
At equilibrium, the fundamental relations of thermodynamics can be stated for the separate
sub-systems:
TsfdSsf = dUsf − P esfdξe − P vesf dξve − µsfdNsf + (µATP − µADP) dNADP
TfadSfa = dUfa − Pfadxefa − µfadNfa
TcytdScyt = dUcyt − µsfcytdN̂sf − µfacytdN̂fa
TecmdSecm = dUecm − Pecmdxeecm,
(26)
where Tα is the temperature and µα the chemical potential of the corresponding sub-system α,
and µβcyt for β = sf, fa, is the chemical potential of the β proteins in the cytosol.
By differentiating the entropy functions with respect to their natural variables as expressed in
Eq. (11) and comparing them with the fundamental relations (26), the equilibrium constitutive
relations are obtained:
∂Sα
∂Uα
=
1
Tα
∂Sα
∂Nα
= −µα
Tα
, α = sf, fa
∂Scyt
∂N̂α
= −µ
cyt
α
Tcyt
, α = sf, fa
∂Sα
∂xeα
= −Pα
Tα
, α = fa, ecm
∂Ssf
∂ξe
=
∂Ssf
∂xsf
= −P
e
sf
Tsf
,
∂Ssf
∂ξve
= −P
ve
sf
Tsf
∂Ssf
∂NATP
= −µATP
Tsf
,
∂Ssf
∂NADP
= −µADP
Tsf
.
(27)
Substituting (27) in (20–24) and accounting for Eq. (25) and for the stress fiber rheology defined
in Eq. (8), the equations of equilibrium reduce to:
Tsf = Tfa = Tcyt = Tecm := T (28a)
µsf = µ
cyt
sf , µfa = µ
cyt
fa (28b)
Psf = Pfa = Pext − Pecm := P (28c)
P vesf = 0 (28d)
µATP = µADP. (28e)
5 Non-equilibrium processes and restrictions to the model
We continue to consider thermal and mechanical equilibrium to hold. Therefore, Eq. (28a) and
Eq. (28c) remain valid. On the other hand, we do not seek chemical equilibrium with respect
to stress fiber and focal adhesion protein binding, or to ATP-to-ADP conversion, as the kinetics
of these phenomena occur on much longer time scales. We also do not seek equilibrium with
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respect to the mechanical processes internal to the stress fiber. However, as is commonly done in
non-equilibrium thermodynamics we do assume that the constitutive relations (27), rigorously
obtained at equilibrium, continue to hold far from equilibrium (de Groot and Mazur, 1984). In
this setting the entropy rate is:
S˙ = −(µsf − µsfcyt)N˙sf − 2 (µfa − µfacyt)N˙fa + P vesf ξ˙v + P acsf x˙sf + (µATP − µADP) N˙ADP. (29)
The second law of thermodynamics requires that this rate be non-negative, i.e. S˙ ≥ 0, hence:
− (µsf − µsfcyt)N˙sf − 2 (µfa − µfacyt)N˙fa + P vesf ξ˙v + P acsf x˙sf + (µATP − µADP) N˙ADP ≥ 0. (30)
Compliance with the second law of thermodynamics in the form (30) must be ensured for every
admissible process, i.e. for every generic choice of the process vector
Γ =
(
N˙sf , N˙fa, ξ˙
v, x˙sf , N˙ADP
)
.
The corresponding sufficient conditions are that the following relations are satisfied:
sgn(N˙sf) = sgn(µ
sf
cyt − µsf) (31a)
sgn(N˙fa) = sgn(µ
fa
cyt − µfa) (31b)
sgn(N˙ADP) = sgn(µATP − µADP) (31c)
P acsf x˙sf + (µATP − µADP) N˙ADP ≥ 0 (31d)
P vesf ξ˙
v ≥ 0. (31e)
Eq. (31a), Eq. (31b) and Eq. (31c) follow from considering processes in which, respectively,
only N˙sf , N˙fa and N˙ADP are non-zero. The same procedure leads to Eq. (31e), by considering a
particular process in which only ξ˙v is non-zero.
We observe that active generation of tension in the stress fiber due to actomyosin contractil-
ity implies P acsf ≥ 0 and x˙sf ≤ 0. But this requires (µATP − µADP) N˙ADP ≥ −P acsf x˙sf , a condi-
tion that can be satisfied by hydrolysis of ATP to ADP, giving N˙ADP ≥ 0 when µATP ≥ µADP.
The reverse reaction, in which ADP is converted into ATP, does not produce active force; hence,
P acsf = 0 holds and inequality (31d) reduces to Eq. (31c). Notably, in the case of active force
generation, the mechano-chemical coupling requires that (µATP − µADP) N˙ADP exceeds a fi-
nite, positive number, not merely that (µATP − µADP) N˙ADP ≥ 0 (see inequality (36)). This
emphasizes the importance of considering the full extent of mechano-chemical coupling via
inequality (31d) in satisfying (30).
Taken together, the conditions in (31) represent the restrictions posed by thermodynamics on
the constitutive nature of the different sub-systems and on the kinetics of the modeled processes.
In the following sections we will exploit these restrictions to formulate suitable constitutive
equations for the mechanical forces, the chemical potentials and for the kinetics of protein
binding/unbinding.
6 Constitutive equations for mechanical forces
We begin with constitutive relations for all the components of the stress fiber force appearing in
Eq. (8). The active component of the stress fiber force is written as:
P acsf =
P stlsf
ε˙consf
(
ε˙consf −
x˙sf
x0sf
)
, (32)
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where ε˙consf < 0 is the maximum contractile strain rate induced in the stress fiber by myosin
molecules stepping along the actin filaments at their maximum velocity, and P stlsf is the tensile
stall force at which the stress fiber cannot contract. This linear force-velocity relationship has
been simplified from Hill’s original work, which suggested a hyperbolic form (Hill, 1938). It
also has been extended to allow stress fiber slippage for P acsf > P
stl
sf , as reported by Debold et al.
(2005).
Noting that the myosin proteins act collectively against a tensile force, we take P stlsf to be
proportional to the number of myosin molecules in the stress fiber, which in turn we assume
to be proportional to the number of actin monomers (Wu and Pollard, 2005). This leads to the
relation
P stlsf = P
stl
myosβNsf , (33)
where P stlmyos is the stall force of a single myosin, and β is the constant of proportionality relating
myosin and actin molecule numbers. Consistently with this model, we assume that the number
of myosin molecules does not affect the maximum contractile strain rate, which is dictated by
the stepping velocity of a single myosin molecule:
ε˙consf =
x˙conmyos
x0sf
. (34)
Under these constitutive assumptions on the stress fiber active force, condition (31d) becomes:
P stlmyosβNsf
x˙conmyos
(
x˙conmyos − x˙sf
)
x˙sf + (µATP − µADP) N˙ADP ≥ 0. (35)
Eq. (35) must hold together with (31c) for every value of x˙sf and N˙ADP. This translates into the
requirement that:2
N˙ADP (µATP − µADP) ≥ 1
4
P stlmyosβ
∣∣x˙conmyos∣∣Nsf . (36)
We do not pursue a law for N˙ADP here, but assume that (36) holds.
For the elastic component of the stress fiber force, we assume the following:
P esf = pir
2
sfEsfγe
(
ξe
x0sf
− 1
)
, (37)
where Esf is the stress fiber’s overall Young’s modulus and γe the non-dimensional elastic mod-
ulus for the elastic element in Fig. 4. Furthermore, satisfaction of condition (31e) is ensured by
the following constitutive relation for the viscous force P vesf :
P vesf =
pir2sf
x0sf
η ξ˙v, (38)
where η ≥ 0 is the intrinsic viscosity of stress fiber slippage. For the stress fiber constitutive
model outlined in Sect. 2.2, the viscous force also can be expressed as:
P vesf = pir
2
sfEsfγve
(
ξve
x0sf
− 1
)
, (39)
where γve is the non-dimensional elastic modulus for the elastic part of the Maxwell element in
Fig. 4.
2Note that the right-hand side of inequality (36) is positive, in compliance with condition (31c).
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Finally, the viscous force component also can be re-written as a functional of the observ-
able variable xsf(t), via a history-dependent integral, yielding the following expression for the
overall stress fiber force:
Psf =
P stlsf
ε˙consf
(
ε˙consf −
x˙sf
x0sf
)
+ pir2sfEsfγe
(
xsf
x0sf
− 1
)
+ pir2sfEsfγve
t∫
0
x˙sf (s)
x0sf
e−(t−s)/τ ds , (40)
where τ = η/ (Esfγve) is the viscous relaxation time. Note that, because we have adopted the
standard solid viscoelastic model for the description of the stress fiber viscoelastic behavior,
Eq. (40) can be inverted to yield the stress fiber’s current length xsf as a function of the force.
This is unlike the Kelvin-Voigt model used in some studies (Besser and Schwartz, 2007; Besser
et al., 2011; Kumar et al., 2006; Stachowiak and O’Shaughnessy, 2009), which results in a non-
physical, unbounded force for strain-controlled test cases in which time-discontinuous stretches
are applied.
The constitutive equation for the force in the focal adhesion is arrived at by modeling the
focal adhesion as a linearly elastic structure:
Pfa =
Efaxˆfab
h
xefa, (41)
where h and b are the height and width of the focal adhesion, respectively, and Efa is the focal
adhesion’s effective elastic modulus, estimated as follows:
Efa = Efa
cfa
cmaxfa
, (42)
where cmaxfa = 1/λ is the maximum attainable concentration, whereas Efa is the elastic modulus
of a single protein complex. See Olberding et al. (2010) for details.
The constitutive equation for the force in the ECM also is arrived at by modeling it as a
uniform, linearly elastic structure:
Pecm = Kecm
(
xeecm − x0ecm
)
, (43)
where Kecm is its stiffness, which depends on the Young’s modulus of the ECM material, Eecm.
7 Constitutive equations for the chemical potentials
The chemical potentials regulating the evolution of the stress fiber are:
µsfcyt = H
sf
cyt + kBT ln
[
N̂sf/
(
Nmaxsf − N̂sf
)]
(44a)
µsf =
1
2
(Psfx
0
sf)
2
EsfN2sfVact
+ U confsf −
Psf
Nfil
dsf . (44b)
The terms on the right-hand side of (44a) are respectively, the enthalpy of formation of the
generic stress fiber proteins, and their mixing entropy in the cytosol. We assume here that the
stress fiber proteins are compartmentalized in the cytosol and that only a fraction of the total
proteins is available to a given stress fiber, proportional to its initial length with constant of
proportionality cmaxsf :
Nmaxsf = c
max
sf x
0
sf . (45)
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In (44b) the first term on the right-hand side is the strain energy in the stress fiber, the second
term is the change in internal energy due to any conformational changes during the binding of
stress fiber proteins, and the third term arises due to the work done by the force displacing
through dsf during the conformational change.
The chemical potentials regulating the evolution of the focal adhesions are:
µfacyt = H
fa
cyt + kBT ln
[
N̂fa/
(
Nmaxfa − N̂fa
)]
(46a)
µdfa =
1
2
P 2fah
Efacfaxˆ
2
fab
+
1
2
Bκ2λ+ U conffa −Pfa
(
dfa+
λ
2
)
(46b)
µpfa =
1
2
P 2fah
Efacfaxˆ
2
fab
+
1
2
Bκ2λ+ U conffa −Pfa
(
dfa−λ
2
)
(46c)
The expression for the chemical potential of focal adhesion proteins differs depending on
whether it is evaluated at the distal end or at the proximal end of the focal adhesion, Eq. (46b)
and Eq. (46c), respectively. The detailed arguments behind the various mechano-chemical
contributions to µfacyt, µ
d
fa and µ
p
fa have been laid out in Olberding et al. (2010). We provide a
summary below.
The terms on the right-hand side of (46a) are, respectively, the enthalpy of formation and
the mixing entropy of the focal adhesion protein complexes in the cytosol. In Eq. (46b) and Eq.
(46c), the first two terms on the right-hand side are, respectively, due to the strain energy of the
focal adhesion and the strain energy involved in the bending of the cell membrane. In the second
term, B is the bending modulus of the cell membrane and κ is its curvature. This term arises
because the binding and unbinding of focal adhesion proteins can change the local curvature of
the cell membrane. The third term is the change in internal energy due to any conformational
changes during the binding of focal adhesion proteins, and the fourth term arises due to the
work done by the focal adhesion force displacing through dfa during the conformational change.
Finally, the fifth term arises due to the work done by the force when the focal adhesion center
of mass effectively translates by binding/unbinding of proteins at its ends.
8 Rate laws for the chemical species
To complete the model, rate laws for the kinetics of stress fiber and focal adhesion proteins have
to be defined. The following expressions comply with the thermodynamic restrictions posed by
Eq. (31a) and Eq. (31b):
N˙sf =

kbsf (N
max
sf −Nsf)
[
1− exp
(
µsf−µsfcyt
kBT
)]
(binding)
kusf exp (χsf)
[
exp
(
−µsf−µ
sf
cyt
kBT
)
− 1
]
(unbinding)
(47a)
c˙fa =

kbfa
[
1− exp
(
µfa−µfacyt
kBT
)]
(binding)
kufa exp (χfa)
[
exp
(
−µfa−µ
fa
cyt
kBT
)
− 1
]
(unbinding) ,
(47b)
where binding occurs for the sub-system α if µα − µαcyt ≤ 0, whereas unbinding occurs if
µα − µαcyt > 0. In Eq. (47), kbα, kuα are, respectively, the binding and unbinding rates for
sub-system α, kB is the Boltzmann constant and χα = χα (P ) is a force-dependent exponent
regulating the rapid dissociation of molecular bonds (Bell, 1978) that is equal to the force-
dependent part of the chemical potential for the sub-system α. Eq. (47b) is evaluated at both
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the distal and the proximal ends of the focal adhesion and allows for the determination of c˙dfa
and c˙pfa (Eq. (3)). In Olberding et al. (2010) it was shown that the form of the rate laws in (47b)
can be obtained from Transition State Theory. While that derivation was carried out for focal
adhesion dynamics, we have adopted the general form here for stress fiber dynamics, also.
The force-dependent exponents that drive the rapid disassociation of the stress fiber and
focal adhesion are:
χsf =
1
2
(Psfx
0
sf)
2
EsfN2sfVact
− Psf
Nfil
dsf (48a)
χfa =

1
2
P 2fah
Efacfaxˆ
2
fab
− Pfa
(
dfa +
λ
2
)
(proximal)
1
2
P 2fah
Efacfaxˆ
2
fab
− Pfa
(
dfa − λ2
)
(distal).
(48b)
9 Critical loads for subsystems growth or resorption
The mechano-chemical nature of the cytoskeletal system was considered for the development
of the model and is manifested in the chemical potentials (44) and (46) being functions of the
force developed within the system (Fig. 5). By comparing the force in the system with suitable
critical values it can be established whether a given part of the system (the stress fiber or the
focal adhesions) undergoes growth or disassembly.
Pcr,a Pcr,a
1 2
Figure 5: Schematic curve of the generic chemical potential µα as a function of the force P .
It is important to recognize, however, that the values of such critical loads vary, as they de-
pend upon the geometry of the system, which is itself subject to change as the system chemically
evolves and proteins are recruited to (or disassembled from) the system.
Fig. 5 is a schematic of the chemical potential of a generic sub-system α (the stress fiber,
or the focal adhesion at its distal or proximal end) as a function of the force in the system. Two
critical loads are labeled, which identify regimes over which the sub-system undergoes growth
or disassembly. The specific values of such critical loads for the stress fiber are:
P 1cr,sf =
NsfEsfVact
x0sf
[
dsf
Lactmon
− fsf (Nsf)
]
(49a)
P 2cr,sf =
NsfEsfVact
x0sf
[
dsf
Lactmon
+ fsf (Nsf)
]
, (49b)
where:
fsf (Nsf) =
√√√√ d2sf
L2actmon
−
2
[
U confsf −Hsfcyt − kBT ln
(
Nmaxsf
Nsf
− 1
)]
EsfVact
.
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For the focal adhesion distal end, the critical loads are:
P 1cr,fa,d =
xˆ2fab Efacfa
h
[
dfa − λ
2
− ffa,d (xˆfa)
]
(50a)
P 2cr,fa,d =
xˆ2fab Efacfa
h
[
dfa − λ
2
+ ffa,d (xˆfa)
]
, (50b)
whereas for the proximal end they are:
P 1cr,fa,p =
xˆ2fab Efacfa
h
[
dfa +
λ
2
− ffa,p (xˆfa)
]
(51a)
P 2cr,fa,p =
xˆ2fab Efacfa
h
[
dfa +
λ
2
+ ffa,p (xˆfa)
]
, (51b)
where:
ffa,d (xˆfa) =
√√√√
d2fa +
λ2
4
− λdfa −
2h
[
U conffa +
1
2
Bκ2λ−H facyt − kBT ln
(
Nmaxfa
Nfa
− 1
)]
xˆfab Efacfa
,
ffa,p (xˆfa) =
√√√√
d2fa +
λ2
4
+ λdfa −
2h
[
U conffa +
1
2
Bκ2λ−H facyt − kBT ln
(
Nmaxfa
Nfa
− 1
)]
xˆfab Efacfa
.
If a choice of the model parameters is made such that 0 ≤ P 1cr,α, the dynamics of the system
unfold as follows:
i) for P < P 1cr,α, the corresponding chemical potential is positive and the stress fiber un-
dergoes disassembly; however, the associated force-dependent exponent, Eq. (48), is
negative, causing unbinding to be force-penalized. This regime may be considered as a
slow disassembly regime for the sub-system;
ii) for P 1cr,α < P < P
2
cr,α, the corresponding chemical potential is negative and proteins are
recruited. This regime may be considered as a growth regime for the sub-system;
iii) for P > P 2cr,α, the corresponding chemical potential is positive and the sub-system under-
goes disassembly. The associated force-dependent exponent can be negative or positive;
in the latter case, the sub-system undergoes a force-boosted (rapid) disassembly.
The complex mechano-chemical behavior of the cytoskeletal system can thus be modeled as the
result of the interplay between the dynamics of all its sub-systems.
10 The ordinary differential equations governing the evolu-
tion of the system
We now summarize the equations representing the model. Recall that due to the symmetry of
the system (Fig. 3), the two focal adhesions are identical in geometry and response, and only
one of them needs to be followed.
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Our previous computations with a full reaction-diffusion model for focal adhesion dynamics
reveal that cfa = cmaxfa holds almost everywhere, except for a narrow regime immediately behind
the proximal edge of a translating focal adhesion. The condition does hold uniformly for a
focal adhesion that is growing at both ends. Both these results are available as supporting
information in Olberding et al. (2010) (see SI Movies 10 and 11). For this reason, we assume
that the focal adhesion elastic modulus attains its maximum value, Efa = Efa, corresponding to
cfa = c
max
fa = 1/λ [see Eq. (42)].
Under these assumptions, the equations to be solved are:
x˙d = −λ2

kbfa
[
1− exp
(
µdfa−µfacyt
kBT
)]
(binding)
kufa exp (χfa)
[
exp
(
−µ
d
fa−µfacyt
kBT
)
− 1
]
(unbind.) ,
(52a)
x˙p = λ
2

kbfa
[
1− exp
(
µpfa−µfacyt
kBT
)]
(binding)
kufa exp (χfa)
[
exp
(
−µ
p
fa−µfacyt
kBT
)
− 1
]
(unbind.) ,
(52b)
N˙sf =

kbsf (N
max
sf −Nsf)
[
1− exp
(
µsf−µsfcyt
kBT
)]
(binding)
kusf exp (χsf)
[
exp
(
−µsf−µ
sf
cyt
kBT
)
− 1
]
(unbind.) .
(52c)
The chemical potentials appearing in the system (52) are, as discussed in Sect. 9, functions of
the force P within the system, which is provided at every time t by the solution of Eq. (13), Eq.
(28c), Eq. (40), Eq. (41) and Eq. (43).
The system (52) is constituted of ordinary differential equations and gives as a solution the
functions xd(t), xp(t) and Nsf(t) (i.e. the time evolution of the FA distal and proximal end
positions and of the number of generic stress fiber proteins in the stress fiber) provided that the
following initial conditions are specified:
xd(0) = x
0
d (53a)
xp(0) = x
0
p (53b)
Nsf(0) =
x0sf
Lactmon
. (53c)
The initial focal adhesion length is therefore,
xˆ0fa =
∣∣x0p − x0d∣∣ . (54)
For condition (53c) we assumed that the stress fiber initially consists of only one filament, in
order to model the minimal precursor system, i.e., a single actin filament.
11 A test case: the influence of the ECM stiffness on cy-
toskeletal force generation and focal adhesion dynamics
The model’s mechano-chemical response was studied by varying the Young’s modulus of the
ECM, Eecm. The parameter values used in the computations are provided as Supporting Infor-
mation.
For the sake of generality, results are provided in a non-dimensional form. We chose the
set
{
λ,Esf , k
b
sf , c
max
sf
}
as the dimensional basis; consequently, L∗ = L/λ, t∗ = t kbsf , P
∗ =
16
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Figure 6: Time evolution of: a) Force within the system; b) number of actin monomers in the stress fiber;
c) focal adhesion length; d) focal adhesion centroid position for different values of the ECM stiffness.
Values are non-dimensional. Non-dimensional reference ECM modulus E0 = 6.25 · 10−6
P/(λ2Esf), N∗sf = Nsf/(c
max
sf λ) and E
∗ = E/Esf are, respectively, the non-dimensional length,
time, force, number of proteins and elastic modulus.
The detailed dynamics of the system are depicted in Fig. 6. It can be observed that the force
within the system (Fig. 6a) first increases to a maximum value. Then, after a time that depends
on the value of the ECM stiffness, it attains a near-plateau with a slightly negative slope. Our
simulations show that increasing the ECM stiffness leads to an increase in the maximum force
developed within the system; in this respect, our model provides results in agreement with
experimental observations (Califano and Reinhart-King, 2010; Ghibaudo et al., 2008; Kong
et al., 2005; Lo et al., 2000). The force appears to be in direct correlation with the development
of the stress fiber: as Fig. 6b shows, a higher ECM stiffness results in more proteins being
recruited by the stress fiber.
Pushing the model to its limit, we found that for very stiff ECMs (E∗ecm = 80E0) the force
drops abruptly after having reached a maximum value, due to the collapse of the focal adhesion.
The inset in Fig. 6c shows that in this case the focal adhesion length falls quickly to zero, mean-
ing that the focal adhesion is fully resorbed. For lower values ofE∗ecm, i.e. in the rangeE0–20E0,
a low value of the stiffness gives rise to focal adhesions that are smaller in size (Fig. 6c) but
more motile (as seen in the evolving position of the focal adhesion centroid in Fig. 6d), whereas
if the ECM stiffness increases, the focal adhesions become more static and bigger in size. This
trend seems to be in agreement with the experiments reported in literature which show that a
compliant substrate promotes more dynamic focal adhesions, as opposed to the more elongated
and stable focal adhesions developed in cells sitting on stiff substrates (Lo et al., 2000; Pel-
ham Jr. and Wang, 1997). However, our results do not follow this trend for very high values of
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the ECM stiffness, as the high value of the force developed within the system under this condi-
tion limits the growth of the focal adhesion. Our simulations also show that a regime of ECM
stiffness does exist in which the focal adhesions’ size and position do not change dramatically
from the initial values. This is seen for ECM stiffness in the range of 40E0–60E0: as depicted
in Fig. 6c, the focal adhesion length grows over the time interval considered for ECM stiffness
of 40E0, while it initially grows, and then begins to decrease, but somewhat gradually for 60E0.
Besides, the focal adhesion translation shows evidence of leveling off for ECM stiffness 40E0,
while it increases for 60E0, but at a lower rate than for 80E0, (Fig. 6d). In this regime, the
stress fiber-focal adhesion system is not exactly at equilibrium, but the system parameters (N∗sf ,
L∗fa and x
c∗
fa ) remain within certain bounds over the non-dimensional times considered here.
This could be representative of the typically limited times of ∼ 1 hour over which the stress
fiber-focal adhesion system has been tracked in the experimental literature (Mann et al., 2012;
Riveline et al., 2001). From the currently available experimental literature it is not clear whether
the focal adhesions ever attain true equilibrium. Also, it remains difficult, if not impossible, to
visualize stress fiber dynamics in live cells, leaving the question of equilibrium open.
12 Concluding remarks
The model we have presented is a step toward a thermodynamically consistent treatment of
the mechano-chemistry of cytoskeletal force generation, and dynamics. We note that mechano-
chemical interactions dictate the primacy of the thermodynamic treatment to ensure consistency.
In this setting, it is possible to access many aspects of cytoskeletal force generation and dynam-
ics that have been reported in the experimental literature. While our focus is on the theoretical,
non-equilibrium thermodynamic treatment, we also have demonstrated the model’s prediction
of stress fiber–focal adhesion dynamics on ECMs of varying stiffnesses.
In the model, while the stress fibers do form a stable sub-system, the cytoskeletal system
as a whole is never truly at equilibrium, but slowly evolves, mainly due to the dynamic focal
adhesions. In discussing the corresponding results in Sect. 11 we have emphasized that experi-
ments have not been carried out for longer times than ∼ 1 hour, and that over this interval, our
model’s results are representative of the experimental studies.
While we have noted that the experimental literature currently leaves it unclear whether the
stress fiber–focal adhesion system ever attains true equilibrium, we do consider this question
in light of the particulars of the computations we have presented here: The non-equilibrium
character of the focal adhesions is partly a consequence of a simplifying modeling assumption
that we have made: that the force is uniformly distributed over the focal adhesion. As a result,
the condition that leads to a focal adhesion at equilibrium in our model (i.e. both µpfa = 0 and
µdfa = 0) can never be met. Exact mechano-chemical equilibrium can be achieved, however,
with a non-uniform force distribution in our model. See Olberding et al. (2010) in this regard.
In this case, the maintenance of mechanical equilibrium requires a non-uniform force through
the radius of the stress fiber to balance a non-uniform force distribution over the focal adhesion.
This can be attained by explicitly modeling the single actin filaments, each subjected to a dif-
ferent force. Separate rate laws of the form (52c) would be written for each filament. Besides,
as the force acting on one filament would be equal to the force over some interval of the focal
adhesion, protein binding/unbinding would be tracked at every point of the focal adhesion itself
using (47b). Alternatively, a continuum-level model could be developed in which concentra-
tions of stress fiber and focal adhesion proteins would be tracked, instead of the reduced-order
structural models used here. These developments are beyond the scope of this communication
where we have sought to focus on the essential physics with simpler models, but will be pre-
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sented later. A more comprehensive investigation on the behavior of the model is the subject
of a separate work, where we have focused on specific applications to make further and deeper
connection with the experimental literature (Maraldi et al., 2014).
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